Directions

Location

Cyber Cafe @ Malden Square, 110 Pleasant Street, Malden, MA 02148
Map
General Directions:

If you’re Traveling on the

T:

Take the Orange Line to Malden Center; come out the front of the station, cross the street and walk down the side street that starts
there (Exchange Street). Walk to the 2nd side street on the left (Washington Street) and walk up the hill to Pleasant Street. (Another
option is to go through the Government Center building opposite the train station. You’ll enter on the first floor, follow the ramp and
hallway to the elevators & stairs, go up to the 2nd floor, and exit directly onto Pleasant Street. Walk down Pleasant Street to
Washington Street (less than 5 min. walk).

You can also take the Purple Line (Reading) and get off at Malden Center, then follow the same walking directions.

If you’re Driving From Route 93 (north or south):

Take the Route 60 Exit (Medford/Malden) and go EAST (away from Medford square). Follow this into and partway through Malden;
until you go under the Orange Line train tracks. At the traffic light immediately after, turn left onto Commercial Street (Malden Center
train station is on your left) and take an immediate right onto Exchange Street (one way). You are one block below Pleasant Street.
You can park on Exchange Street (left side of the street) anywhere AFTER the first side street (Abbott St), or continue on to the next
left (Middlesex St, but it is not marked) and circle around and onto Pleasant Street itself and park as close to Washington Street as
you can get. You may even be able to get a spot on Washington Street. All 3 streets are one way and these directions will permit you
to circle around.

If you’re Driving From Route 1:
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Take the Route 60 Exit (the exit with the Squire Lounge and the movie theatres) and go WEST (away from Revere). After the movie
theatres (there's an extra lane to allow theatre traffic in) you'll come to a traffic light (big Walgreen's on the left); go Thru the Light and
take the next Left (also a Light) following the Route 60 sign. That will require a Right turn half a block down (still on Route 60). You'll
cross Route 99, keep going, (Dunkin Donuts is just ahead on your right if you need a java fix) and on your right you'll pass a small
diner, then Papa Gino's (traffic lights here). Your next major landmark is a huge Car Wash (on your left, takes up a entire block) and
shortly after the road splits into a divided roadway. The second major intersection (with lights), turn Right onto Main Street. Turn left
at the next intersection onto Pleasant Street. We’re on the corner of Pleasant and Washington streets (both are one-way streets).
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